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French Studies…
From MFB Publications
“French with a Mission” by Debora Hawkins
Teach French as a second language with these complete and wellorganized programs designed to meet government educational
standards in Ontario, Alberta, and British Columbia. Comprehensive
(but not over-whelming), creative, easy-to-teach methods with an
evangelical missions perspective. (Author was an “MK”, and a French
schoolteacher.)

Teacher’s manuals are designed so that non-bilingual teachers can
confidently teach the curriculum with the help of the CD and
resources. There are two series of books—one for beginners in
kindergarten to Grades 2/3 (Mission ABC) and the other for those
just beginning French studies in Grade 4 or continuing on (Mission
Monde). Each level is one year’s worth of French studies. The
French on the CDs is Parisian French. If a student learns Parisian
French, he or she can be understood in any French-speaking
country.

Spanish ABC and levels 1-4 Misión Mundo also available –
same prices as French.
c Mission ABC
This is a French discovery program for
younger students with activities and
songs. Mission ABC is in 4 levels
(equaling 4 years of lessons if you use
one workbook per grade or 2 years of
lessons if you use 2 workbooks per
grade). The Teacher’s Manual includes
all 4 levels and offers activities, games, songs and review
lessons. These consumable workbooks have 40 pages/20
lessons each and every 10 lessons there is a small oral test.
Mission ABC covers some vocabulary on the topics of
Alphabet, Numbers, Shapes, Colours, Days of the Week,
Months of the Year, Seasons, Food, Animals, Body Parts,
Classroom Vocabulary, Prepositions, Family Words, Telling
Time, Emotions, Weather, House Words, Clothing,
Continents, Transportation, Buildings, Sports, Instruments,
Pronouns, and verbs être and avoir. (It is NOT a prerequisite to
Mission Monde French nor is it a substitute for it. It is simply a
program for families wanting to introduce their children to FSL earlier
than the junior grades. Mission Monde will repeat any necessary
vocab/skills that exist in the ABC levels.)

Mission ABC Package
Includes teacher manual, CD,1 each of 4 student workbooks.
#MF003K3 - $90.00 
Extra Student Workbooks (e.g. for siblings): $10.00  each
Mission ABC audio CD only: $15.00 
No French? No Problem! (Grade 8+)
This is a reproducible resource book
originally designed to help teachers in
Christian schools to test and catch up new
students to the level of French of their peers
in the classroom. It fast tracks and tests an
individual student through the concepts they should have
learned to be in a particular level, showing them when to stop
and join their peers in Grades 4-9. If you are a home
schooler who is considering putting your child into a public or
private school, this could be a very helpful resource to use
over the summer vacation before he or she reaches the
classroom.
#NF01889 - $150.00 (book, CD) 
15 French (or Spanish) Bible Stories with CD (K-5)
A colouring book to practice translation……………. $25.00 

2016 Languages (e.g. French)

(705) 788-0663 (Huntsville, ON)

Core French (Grades 4-10)
c Mission Monde
Bring an element of cross-cultural
adventure and missions emphasis into
the French classroom! Each grade
level of MM is focused on a Frenchspeaking location
and
a real
missionary family with children in the
same grade. Students will read stories about their
experiences overseas and in Québec. Cross-cultural tidbits
as well as historical facts are shared throughout the
curriculum. Students will be encouraged to integrate their
faith into a variety of settings, pray in French, and memorize
Bible verses. This is not just a language class; watch as
students gain an interest in French and the mission field! The
mission-related topics are listed below for each level of this
curriculum.
Students follow along with the CD and, in addition to the
accompanying consumable workbook, should each have
their own binder with 5 dividers in it for the sections of
stories, vocabulary, conjugation, worksheets, and practice
exercises. Each level of Mission Monde has a consumable
student workbook, a teacher’s manual (tests, lesson plans,
reproducible worksheets, games, an answer key, flashcards
for pronouns, phonetics, and French/English verbs), and a
CD. Packages include 1 teacher’s manual, 1 CD, and 1
student workbook unless otherwise noted.
Mission Monde 1 Package
For students just beginning French studies or continuing
them from Mission ABC.
Grade 4 (with the Regnault missionary family in France)
#MF00504 - $90.00 
Mission Monde 2 Package
Grade 5 (with the Regnault family and some French history)
#MF00705 - $90.00 
Mission Monde 3 Package
Grade 6 (with the Marley missionary family in Burundi)
#MF00906 - $90.00 
Mission Monde 4 Package
Grade 7 (with more about Burundi)
#MF01107 - $90.00 
Mission Monde 5 Package
Grade 8 (a boarding school environment)
#MF01308 - $90.00 
Mission Monde 6 Package
Grade 9 (learn about Quebec and an inner city outreach)
#MF01509 - $90.00 
Mission Monde 7 Package
Grade 10 (learn about Haiti, including the 2010 earthquake;
package includes a supplementary DVD about a mission trip
by teens to Haiti from Canada and a music CD)
#MF01710 - $90.00 
Please note: We are very pleased to distribute MFB curriculum to
home schoolers. If you are a private school, please deal with MFB
Publications directly. To view sample pages, visit their website at
www.mfbp.org
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